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Calling and texting people is probably a big part of what you do on your Android phone. Why not make it as easy as possible to reach your favorites? We’ll show you how to add shortcuts to contacts. Add Contacts to Home Screen with Google Contacts Google has its own Contacts app that comes pre-installed on Pixel phones, but it’s also available in
the Play Store for all Android devices. This is the first method we’ll use to add contacts to the home screen. Open the Google Contacts app and select a contact from the list. Tap the three-dot menu icon in the top right corner. Select “Add to Home Screen.” Now you can either touch and hold the icon to manually place it on the home screen or select
“Add to Home Screen” to put it there automatically. The shortcut will now be on your home screen, and you can tap it to quickly go to the person’s contact page and start a call or text! Add Contacts to Home Screen with Samsung Contacts Samsung’s built-in Contacts app for Galaxy devices also supports home screen shortcuts, though it’s not quite as
simple as the Google Contacts app. We have to use a widget. First, touch and hold any blank space on the home screen and select “Widgets.” Scroll through the list of widgets until you find “Contacts.” This will bring up a menu where you can actually choose from three different contact shortcuts. Contact: Open the person’s contact information page.
Direct Dial: Immediately starts a phone call. Direct Message: Opens directly to an SMS conversation with the person. Scroll from left to right to choose a widget, then tap “Add.” Next, select the contact for the shortcut. The shortcut will be added to your home screen, and you can simply tap it to do the selected action! Little things like this can make
life a lot easier. You might have a few people you contact a lot, and you could put all these shortcuts on one page for easy access. RELATED: How to Add Google Maps Shortcuts to Your Android Home Screen So that’s it: we’ve reached a point in the upward march of humanity at which we feel compelled to put a touch-screen operating system on
everything that plugs into the wall. And you know what? It’s a good thing. In another two years, every new gizmo in your home — dishwasher included — will likely have a 4G or whitespace radio that will talk to the cloud, allowing it to help optimize your power use. When that future arrives, the touch-screen will seem a matter of course. In the mean
time, however, Kenmore says the screen provides “instant answers and advice” that can help consumers “get more from each load.” In other words, it’s trying to make friends. Aw, dishwasher: we’re not going to listen to your advice.CES Best of Innovations Award Winner. Available sometime next year. Price: $2117 USD.Follow Wanted on Twitter
@wantedblog Open Settings and tap Display > Sleep (or Settings > Display > Screen timeout, depending on the version of Android you're using) to delay the Android Sleep timer by up to 30 minutes.You can keep your Android screen on indefinitely by installing an app such as Screen Alive.Android’s Always on Display feature shows the information on
the screen even when the device is sleeping. This article will walk you through the three main ways to keep the screen active on your Android smartphone or tablet. It covers instructions for changing the inactivity timer, how to use an Android app to keep the screen on, and what you need to know about the Always on Display feature. The easiest way
to make your Android device’s screen stay on longer is to adjust the built-in Sleep settings. The Sleep will automatically turn your Android device’s screen off when it detects no activity for a set period. This limit can be extended up to 30 minutes. Open Settings. Tap Display. Tap Sleep or Screen timeout. Select how long you want your Android
smartphone or tablet screen to stay on before turning off due to inactivity. The change will take effect immediately. The maximum time allowed is 30 minutes. Some version of Android also have a Screen attention feature on the Screen timeout screen that you can adjust to prevent your device from turning off if you're looking at it. If you want your
Android tablet or smartphone to stay on for more than 30 minutes, you can install an app to keep the screen on indefinitely or for a longer set time, such as an hour or two. Keeping your Android device’s screen on for extended periods can drain its battery, so it’s a good idea to keep it plugged in and charging when doing so. There are many Android
apps designed to keep the screen on, but for this example we’ll use Screen Alive. It’s completely free to use and works as intended. Here’s how to use Screen Alive to keep your Android screen always on. After installing Screen Alive, open the app and tap Proceed. Tap the switch next to Allow modifying system settings. Return to your Android device’s
home screen, locate the app, and open it again. Tap the yellow bulb icon in the lower-right corner. The Always setting should be immediately activated. Tap Custom to enter a specific inactivity counter. Tap the lightbulb icon to disable Screen Alive and to return to your Android tablet or smartphone’s default Sleep settings. Many Android devices have
a built-in feature called Always on Display which allows for basic information, such as the time and date, to show on the screen even when it’s asleep. Android’s Always on Display feature uses little battery life when in use and can be useful for those who find themselves constantly tapping their smartphone to check the time. Depending on your
Android device’s manufacturer and the operating system being used, the setting may be called something different such as Always-on Panel, Ambient Display, Always-On Display, or Always show time and info. Your Android smartphone or tablet’s Always on Display settings can usually be found within the Settings app. The setting should be able to be
located by following one of the following menu routes from within the Settings app. Display > Always on DisplayHome screen, Lock screen & Always-On Display > Always-On DisplayDisplay > Lock screen Once found, tap the option to enable the Always on Display feature and customize the settings to your liking. FAQ How do I keep my Android
screen on while charging? You can use the screen saver setting to keep your screen awake while the device is charging. Go to Settings > Display > Screen Saver and select an option, such as Photos or Colors. How do I listen to YouTube with the screen off on my Android? Access YouTube.com in a Firefox or Chrome browser window, select the menu,
and choose Desktop Site. Find the video you want to listen to, open it in full-screen mode, and return to the home screen. Swipe the control center up, tap Play, and swipe the control center down for the video to play in the background. Thanks for letting us know! Get the Latest Tech News Delivered Every Day Subscribe Tell us why! Touch-screen
monitors have become more and more commonplace as their price has steadily dropped over the past decade. There are three basic systems that are used to recognize a person's touch: ResistiveCapacitiveSurface acoustic wave The resistive system consists of a normal glass panel that is covered with a conductive and a resistive metallic layer. These
two layers are held apart by spacers, and a scratch-resistant layer is placed on top of the whole setup. An electrical current runs through the two layers while the monitor is operational. When a user touches the screen, the two layers make contact in that exact spot. The change in the electrical field is noted and the coordinates of the point of contact
are calculated by the computer. Once the coordinates are known, a special driver translates the touch into something that the operating system can understand, much as a computer mouse driver translates a mouse's movements into a click or a drag. In the capacitive system, a layer that stores electrical charge is placed on the glass panel of the
monitor. When a user touches the monitor with his or her finger, some of the charge is transferred to the user, so the charge on the capacitive layer decreases. This decrease is measured in circuits located at each corner of the monitor. The computer calculates, from the relative differences in charge at each corner, exactly where the touch event took
place and then relays that information to the touch-screen driver software. One advantage that the capacitive system has over the resistive system is that it transmits almost 90 percent of the light from the monitor, whereas the resistive system only transmits about 75 percent. This gives the capacitive system a much clearer picture than the resistive
system. On the monitor of a surface acoustic wave system, two transducers (one receiving and one sending) are placed along the x and y axes of the monitor's glass plate. Also placed on the glass are reflectors -- they reflect an electrical signal sent from one transducer to the other. The receiving transducer is able to tell if the wave has been disturbed
by a touch event at any instant, and can locate it accordingly. The wave setup has no metallic layers on the screen, allowing for 100-percent light throughput and perfect image clarity. This makes the surface acoustic wave system best for displaying detailed graphics (both other systems have significant degradation in clarity). Another area in which
the systems differ is in which stimuli will register as a touch event. A resistive system registers a touch as long as the two layers make contact, which means that it doesn't matter if you touch it with your finger or a rubber ball. A capacitive system, on the other hand, must have a conductive input, usually your finger, in order to register a touch. The
surface acoustic wave system works much like the resistive system, allowing a touch with almost any object -- except hard and small objects like a pen tip. As far as price, the resistive system is the cheapest; its clarity is the lowest of the three, and its layers can be damaged by sharp objects. The surface acoustic wave setup is usually the most
expensive. See the next page to learn more.
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